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Abstract
To understand Indian Literature we have to understand all the literature of our
country, India. We have so many languages and regions. So it’s quite obvious that we
will have so many literatures written about different languages and about different
regions. These languages have their own flavor and their own forms of writing.
Translation is one of the ways to enable us in the study of cooperative Indian literature.
Translation played very crucial role in developing literature. The importance of
translation lies in the fact that it brings the readers, writers and critics of one nation into
contact with the others not only in the field of literature alone but in all areas of
development.
Creativity has been defined in terms of language as the tendency to generate or
recognize ideas, alternatives, or possibilities that may be useful in solving problems,
communicating with others, and entertaining ourselves and others. In the light of this
definition, to generate ideas and alternatives in bringing out communication to the alien
language speakers the translator has to be creative. Attempt has been made in this article
to prove that translation is a creative process. Translation is not a child’s play rather it is
herculean task. A writer may escape the thought which is borne in his/her mind, and can
continue writing the text but the translator cannot do so. Translator has to incorporate
each and every thought and meaning in the translated text. It may take years and years to
translate one literary text which can be written in a year or two. This research paper
includes opinions of the various scholars and writers in support and in favour of
translation as a creative writing.
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Introduction:It is known to all that readers of the alien language cannot fully understand or
absorb any piece of writing, but the translations make it clear and obviously possible to
obtain a very fair understanding of that piece of writing. Translation paves the way for
the original literary works.
Translation has the capacity to bring about the revolutionary changes in static literary
culture. Life is too short to learn even the major languages of the world and enjoy their
literatures. Hence, Translation is the only potent vehicle of reaching out to those who do
not have direct access to literature and knowledge in an alien language system. Along
with serving a sort of bridge in a multilingual situation translation helps in preserving
ancient literary and cultural heritage. Translation has become not only desirable but
indispensable tool in our existing circumstances.
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Literary Translation is not a new phenomenon in the modern world, though the
theory of translation is the product of recent decades. It can be marked that even at the
primitive stages of mankind, there were people who knew more than one language and
could ensure contact between people from different language communities. From the
Cicero’s time, literary texts have been translated from one language to another for
different purposes. Throughout the centuries doubts have been raised, again and again,
about the feasibility of translating literature. During Cicero time, people believed that
expressing the ideas, styles, emotions and forms of literary works in their entirety is
impossible. Despite this uncertainty, however, innumerable pieces of literature, the classic and the
less canonical, have been rendered from one language into another, enriching and influencing the
recipient community’s literary, artistic and cultural spheres.
It is through the translation that the classical works of Homer and Shakespeare,
Tolstoy and Dostoevsky and epic like Mahabharata and Ramayana made accessible to the
people all over the world. The Translation creates the new reading framework and the
widening of the scope of translated text. Men of letters always expressed their
appreciation for the translation activity. Alexander Pushkin emphasized the social
importance of translation referring to translators as to the “Post-horses of enlightenment”
Translation has been defined by many critics and scholar as follows:
The British scholar J. C. Catford defined translation as the replacement of textual
material in one language by equivalent textual material in another language. (Schjoldager
2008: 17)
Russian critic Fedorov defined it as “a means to express faithfully and fully with the
media of one language what has already been said with the media of another language.”
American scholars Eugene A. Nida and Charles Taber termed it, “ translating consists in
reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent to the message of the
source language, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style.”
Russian scholar Barkhudarov proposed the definition of translation as “translation is the
transformation of an utterance in one language into utterance in another language,
maintaining unchanged the plane of content i.e. meaning
Though translation has been defined differently as an art, a craft and a Science,
none of these is adequate. It can be argued that translation is much more than these
definitions; each definition seems to expresses the personal prejudice of the person who
says so. Through translation only, many authors gain special interest and their writings
reached to the zenith. The English novelists such as Cooper, Scott and Dickens become
more popular in other European countries than they were in England.
Translation has many purposes and many different audiences – and therefore, the
same text can have several different translations. While translating a literary text, the
translator does not concentrate on literal meaning of the words, but takes various
implications of the word into consideration and thereby with its creative energy generates
a new meaning. Translators can take advantage of the option of being creative while
translating any piece of writing. Shakespeare’s plays have been successfully translated in
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Marathi by many Marathi writers. The first literal translation of Shakespeare’s Othello
by M.G. Kolhatkar appeared in 1867. Same play was translated by G.B.Deval as
Zunzarrao in 1890 in Marathi. V.V.Shirwadkar’s translation of Othello appeared in 1965.
Kolhatkar’s Othello was prose translation which retained the original names of characters
and places. It didn’t omit any portion of the source text, though number of deviations
from the originals can be traced at deeper levels. Kolhatkar’s Othello failed where
Deval’s indianized Zunzarrao succeeded. Deval might have been thought of, while
translating the play in Marathi, keeping in mind Indian audience and cultural and social
milieu in general and Marathi in particular. Literal translation of the play could have
appealed to the intellectual audience only and not the general audience. Translator has to
be very much creative and has to add local colours to the translation.
According to Belloc, translating is writing, and the work of the translator can be
compared to work of the source writer. For this reason, the translator’s writing must be a
quality work too. In other words, the quality of the translation cannot depend only on a
formal adherence to the source text, as could be the product of a simple trans-coding.
Rather, the correspondence between the source text and the target text should be based on
communication analysis, since communication is the core and purpose of writing. The
translator is a good communicator and writer. He writes well in the tongue into which he
translates, for a translation is a bit of writing like any other and varies like any other in
vernacular excellence. (Belloc, On Translation, 1931)
Belloc accepts the translator's moral responsibility to the original text, but thinks
that the translator has the right, and is justified in altering the text in order to conform to
the S.L. stylistic and idiomatic norms. He emphasizes that the translator should deal with
the text as a whole structure, and that the structure of a prose text is not as linear as it may
seem to be, or as the divisions (may be in canto, act, scene or chapter) of any literary
piece may indicate.
A Translated text, it is said, is always deemed as a metatext or a text about a text.
In his article “Translation as Communication” Popovic writes about the nature of target
text. “A target text is a metatext- not only because it imitates the source text but because
it differs from the source text, and that the way of target text chooses to differ from the
source text is indicative of the target text’s conception of textuality.” The difference
between the source text and target text is a ‘shift of expression.’ This shift of expression
makes the translation ‘new writing’ or ‘creative writing’
Translation is the creative process and it has been corroborated by V.S.Naravane
when he says:
No poet can turn into translator unless he feels a subtle continuity between the
works of original composition and the labour expended on interpreting the work of a
kindred soul.
In becoming a translator he does not cease to be personal. Through a remarkable
paradox, the self-obliteration that translation involves itself becomes a means of selfexpression.
The translator has therefore been rightly described as ‘a character in search of an
author’, he finds the author first in another and then within himself.
Translation is not an easy job. The whole process of translating from Source
Language to Target Language is an unusually complex one, which is as viewed by I. A.
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Richards that translation may probably be the most complex type of event yet produced
in the evolution of the cosmos. The job of the translator is complicated by host of
restrictions imposed upon him by the subject and the audience.
Language is never a mechanical sound system, for each word is charged with
memory, associations and literary allusions. Meenakshi Mukherjee makes an apt
observation on this subject: (i) According to her,” the act of translation is voluntary, that
is the material has been chose by the translator himself and the prime mover is a
compelling desire to recreate, (ii) The translator is a writer in the language in which he is
translating, that is, his handling of the language is not merely competent but creative.”
For a translator proverbs, idiomatic expressions and figures of speech rendering is
very difficult because these are repositories of the cumulative inherited wisdom of the
speech community, they cannot be translated easily. The Hindi expressions nach na jane
aangan tedha, kis khet ki muli hai, sau sonar ki ek lohar ki, sone pe suhaga, andhon me
kana raja, Bandar kya jane adrak ka swad etc. And its literal translation would only
produce ridiculous results. Only the pragmatic aspects of these expressions have got to be
taken care of by the translator. What is 'carrying coal to New castle' in England is 'ulte
bans Bareiley' in India. In Marathi, culture expression “dohale lagne” cannot be
translated in English as it is not in English culture. Marathi Translator faces a serious
problem in finding equivalents for English idioms and expressions like “crocodile tears”,
“O. devil, devil”. Culture specific words, idioms and expressions cannot be translated
easily in target languages. But creative translator can express this in the target language
in a word or expression which is required there.
Sri Nivas Iyengar says.....'Poetry by its very nature is untranslatable. Ideas can be
translated from language to language, but poetry is the idea touched with the magic of
phrase and incantatory music. Competent translator can however; play the good broker
between the poet and the reader and surpassing the mere prose of statement can give
intimations of the poet's sovereign utterance. Good translation can create trust and it can
stimulate interest. Poetry being a highly developed mode of human intercourse, a
translator has to follow the subtleties, the unexpected suggestiveness and oblique modes
of rendering them in a high-voltage language.
The translation of poetry becomes a creative process and aesthetically satisfying if
the translator is also a creative writer. It becomes all the more enriching if the translator is
a bilingual writer at home in the source and the target languages. In India, there is long
list of bilingual poets like A. K. Ramanujan, Jayant Mahapatra, Rabindranath Tagore,
Arun Kolatkar, Dilip Chitre, Agha Shahid Ali, Arvind Krishna Mehrotra, Shiv K. Kumar,
etc. these poets’ translations of their original work from their mother tongue are also
creative, interactive and show the continuity of their creative interests.
Translation is also appreciated by the authors of the originals text for the creative
translation of the source text. German poet, Goethe read his Faustus translated in French
and wrote: “I would not like to re-read my Faustus in German, but in this French
translation everything makes a new impression and seems fresh, new and sharp.” It
means a talented and creative translator gives the source text a new colourful life in
another language. A creative translation gives sometimes a chance for the new perception
of the original creation, possibility of better understanding and appreciating its author.
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Leo Tolstoy remarks about translation that reading Pushkin’s poem ‘The Gypsies’ in
French gave him a new awareness of how strong Pushkin’s poetical genius really was.
Conclusion:The rich heritage of ancient Indian literature and the world classics which
expressed itself in Sanskrit, Pali-Prakrit and Latin, Greek and French etc. respectively can
be preserved and even rescued only if it is translated in modern Indian languages.
Translation is not only a literary enterprise, but also a cultural activity. It is an intellectual
and creative activity that will continue to succeed and prosper in the modern time,
deriving inspiration from literature in the source language and passing on such
inspiration, or at least appreciation, to target-language readers. Translation is a
knowledge promoting power by giving light to ignorance/darkness, voice to silence and
presence to absence in its evolutionary move. It provides a new life to literary texts.
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